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Alan Carr Book
The reality TV competition, which moves from BBC Two to BBC One for its upcoming third series, will welcome a new batch of aspiring designers willing to battle it out for their big break in the ...
Alan Carr on the new series of Interior Design Masters
Alan Carr's marriage to Paul Drayton never recovered ... Alan speaks out on Paul's battle with booze for the first time, writing in his book Alanatomy that he began drinking more heavily after ...
'I'd hit rock bottom': Alan Carr's estranged husband Paul Drayton reveals he has completed 'emotional' 28-day stay in rehab and is 'determined to stay sober' after being jailed ...
Interior Design Masters is back – and it’s bigger, bolder, and more dynamic than ever, says host Alan Carr. The reality TV competition, which moves from BBC Two to BBC One for its upcoming third ...
Alan Carr on his home interiors and taking on America
Alan Carr and Paul Drayton (Jacob King/PA) / PA Wire Drayton, who cares for rescue horses, shared a series of photos showing the animals before adding: “Thank you all again. The next chapter is ...
Alan Carr’s ex-husband Paul Drayton opens up on ‘challenging time’
Based on Studs Terkel's 1970's best-selling book of interviews with American ... BWW Interview: Chad-Alan Carr, Natalie Hurwitch, Maddie Greco, Ella Scott, Leah Watson, And TJ Williams of THE ...
Chad-Alan Carr News
In the middle of my interview with Alan Carr, a very loud police siren starts wailing in the background. Quick as a flash, the comedian jokes: “I’m so in demand, even the police want me ...
Alan Carr on his "very personal" new show which comes to Lighthouse tonight
The Gettysburg Community Theatre (GCT) is seeking performers for a play, two cabarets, and youth productions, as well as behind-the-scenes volunteers.
GCT hosting auditions
An icon of a desk calendar. An icon of a circle with a diagonal line across. An icon of a block arrow pointing to the right. An icon of a paper envelope. An icon of the Facebook "f" mark. An icon ...
REVIEW: Alan Carr displays fine stand-up form at Aberdeen Music Hall
Alan Carr has revealed he is distantly related to fellow comic Jonathan Ross. The RuPaul’s Drag Race UK judge told of how he was once told of a family link to the Masked Singer panellist by Jonathan’s ...
Alan Carr Reveals Surprise Relation To Fellow Comedian Jonathan Ross
Alan Carr has opened up about secret relation to Jonathan Ross and revealed how his fellow chat show host wasn’t too pleased to find out about the news. The beloved comedian recalled the moment he ...
Alan Carr is secretly related to Jonathan Ross: 'We come from the same area'
“What the Net seems to be doing is chipping away my capacity for concentration and contemplation,” wrote Nicholas Carr in his vital 2010 book ... Is Passed” and Alan Jacobs’s ...
Grief Stole My Love of Reading. Here’s How I Got It Back.
With the weather still not drawing us outside, Sky and NOW have a bumper list of shows, movies and sports on offer this April.
From The Lazurus Project to Augusta — Here’s what to watch on Sky and NOW this April
In 2020, she attended a quiz night for the charity with her friend Alan Carr. Speakers for Schools appoints new chief ... everything they’ve done for us over the last two years.” Book donation and ...
Who’s Moving: Neuroblastoma UK, Terrence Higgins Trust, Mencap and more
The book also highlights the associations of renowned Georgian architect John Carr, artist JMW Turner ... while the oldest to be profiled is Alan Rufus who built the castle in 11th century.
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